
 
Helping photographers understand the unique perspectives that assist in the discovery of their capabilities, while enabling a deeper connection 

with themselves and others through creative expression.   

 
Develop Your Skills 

Explore Your Capabilities 
Create Meaningful Work 

  
Join professional landscape photographer Nic Stover as he leads attendees on a journey 
through the true spirit of the United States, the Western US.  The “West” has 36 National Parks 
spread out over 11 states, with countless State Parks, and endless amounts of Wilderness.  It is 
the true essence of nature and beauty in its most protected and wild forms.    
 
Through the eyes of the visionaries that either discovered or found the words to describe these 
lands we will journey through the West through the words of Ed Abbey, Lewis & Clark, and John 
Muir.  Nic has been fortunate to travel camera in hand to many of these iconic and lesser-
known places that inspired the thoughts and exploration from these pioneers.   
 
Through our time together he will share his experiences from the following locations.   

• Some of the amazing National Parks like: Death Valley, Channel Islands, Yosemite, 
Pinnacles, Kings Canyon / Sequoia, Lassen, Crater Lake, Olympic, Mount Rainier, Grand 
Teton, Great Basin, Capitol Reef, Zion, and Bryce 

• Off the beaten path (literally) locations in the High Sierra Mountains and the odd and 
obscure in places like the Ancient Bristlecone Pinest, Trona Pinnacles.   

• The remoteness and beauty of Iconic Highway 1 along the Central Coast special spots 
like Big Sur, Montana DeOro, Pirates Cove, and Oceano Dunes. 

• An in-depth exploration of the Desert Southwest visiting 25 locations many have never 
heard of like White Pocket, the Wave, Coyote Gulch, along with places like Antelope 
Canyon, Lake Powell, and others.   

 
Watch to see some of Nic’s favorite locales to photograph, along with a few tips to polish up 
your own photography skills the next time you’re exploring the outdoors. You’ll be sure to 
discover new places you’ll want to explore — and some secret gems! 
 
Nic will also talk about how to plan your images using tools like PhotoPills and how he discovers 
these places along with 3 simple ways to immediately take better images.  Join us!   
 
 
 
 

 
 


